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The photo to the right reveals the hands 

of very skilled craftsman. Brad’s hands 

are second to few when it comes to form-

ing a cabochon, a sphere or a piece of jew-

ellery.  With this expertise Brad 

McClelland has taught many a club mem-

ber the art of lapidary over countless 

years at our workshops at the Woodman 

Center and more recently at the Helen 

Ave. workshop. Brad more than deserves 

 the accolades that the club bestowed on him at the September meeting. Our token gift certificate for Lee 

Valley  was only a small gesture compared to the thanks that is deserved by Brad. For many years Brad 

faithfully held classes to promote our club and the hobby that we all love. Brad’s sense of humour is always 

refreshing when it comes to a club vote...he is usually opposed...because that’s just Brad. His knowledge of 

the hobby is no joke… if someone has a question about the hobby ask Brad, he usually knows the answer.  

Our club would be many steps behind and with fewer members without Brad’s dedication to the workshops 

and the club in general. WELL DONE FAITHFUL MEMBER! 
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THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

GENERAL MEETING:  

Date:  Friday October 16, 2015       Time:  7:30 PM 

Where: TB Costain/SC Johnson Community Center,   

  16 Morrell St. Brantford, Ont. 

Program:  Stu Collier -  A fossil dig in the Bruce Peninsula in 

association with the Royal Ontario Museum. Stu (club member 

and former club president) will give a power point presentation 

on this new and exciting find. This significant discovery will be 

researched to give insight into the ancient paleoclimate 

(the climate of some former period of geologic time)  and environment in what is now part of 

Ontario.  Plan to attend as this will be a interesting topic.   

Major changed to our bylaws will discussed at this meeting in preparation for our annual general 

meeting in November. Joan Campbell our secretary has taken on a huge task to rewrite our bylaws 

to bring it to point to hopefully fall within the new government laws pertaining to not for profit 

groups. This suggestion was made by a lawyer who has been guiding the club through this transition 

period. The new proposed bylaws will be made available at the October meeting.  

CLUB INFO 

Treasurer:  Please come prepared to pay your 2016 membership fees, $15.00 per single and $18.00 per fam-

ily, cash or cheque is fine.  Memberships paid in the fall carry over to December 2016. 

Field Trips: Watch newsletter for future fieldtrip plans. (also page3 for St. Mary’s Cement—Fossils) 

 Program:  Stu Collier - Bruce Peninsula Fossil Dig. 

 Workshop:  Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm only.   

N.B.  A 6” TRIM SAW WITH SINGLE GRINDING WHEEL HAS BEEN DONATED TO 

THE CLUB BY RICK CASEY OF PARIS. THANK YOU RICK AND FAMILY FOR THE 

DONATION. 

2016 Show: Lots of planning still to be done. We do not have a theme at this time. 

CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca  

Library:  Remember to bring back any borrowed books ...thank you. 

Note from a member and your editor: I know that our meetings are meant to be enjoyed and 

somewhat ‘laid back’ but I find it most irritating when members try to chat during the course of 

the business section. Being somewhat hard of hearing I find it difficult to hear when the person 

that has the floor is speaking when there is back ground talking. It is also disrespectful to the per-

son who has been given the floor by the president.  
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

2015 GEM AND MINERAL SHOWS and EVENTS 

October 14      Rock, Gem, Mineral, Fossil, and Meteorite Identification Clinic at the ROM 

Royal Ontario Museum School Groups Lunchroom, President's Choice Entrance on Queen's Park,  doors nearest 

Museum subway stop  Event Hours: 4 pm to 5:30 pm.  Contact: 416-586-5816  or naturalhistory@rom.on.ca 

Website: www.rom.on.ca/en/activities-programs/events-calendar/rock-gem-mineral-fossil-and-meteorite-

October 17- 18  46th Annual Gem Storm Show and sale sponsored by the Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Club 

Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, 53 Yonge St., Kingston, ON. Event Hours: Saturday 10 am - 6 pm; Sunday 10 am 

- 5 pm. Features: Over 30 dealers; Children' mine, Jewellery Workshop Information: Contact Les Moss, Show 

Chairman at emoss@cogeco.ca  

October 23rd and 24th, 2015 (Friday and Saturday) The University of Waterloo invites you to their annual Gem 

& Mineral Show Time: Oct. 23rd Noon to 6 pm, Oct. 24th 10 am – 5 pm  Location: University of Waterloo cam-

pus, Centre for Environmental & Information Technology (EIT) building Admission & Parking: Free admission 

and free parking in Lot C off of Seagram Dr.  Website details: https://uwaterloo.ca/earth-sciences-museum/  

November 12 - 23 Robert Hall Originals Open House "12 Days of Christmas" 

138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario   Event Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 am to 5; Sunday: Closed 

pm  Canadian made pewter gifts & jewellery for Christmas gift giving. Experience Christmas shopping in a 

relaxed country setting! Rock'n Discounts of 20% to 40%! Free Coffee & Treats! Help us fill our "Chew 

Chew Train". With a New Toy or Food Bank donation receive a ballot for a chance to win one of 12 Local 

Holiday Gift Prizes! Website: www.roberthalloriginals.com Email: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com  

November 7   Walker Club Annual Auction   Knox United Church in Scarborough. 2569 Midland Avenue (at 

the northeast corner of Shepard and Midland)  Event Hours: Viewing starts at noon, auction at 1 pm A great 

opportunity to acquire fine and affordable rocks and minerals display specimens, lapidary items, fossils, books 

and more Contact: Frank Ruehlicke at 519-880-2716 or ruehlicke@rogers.com 

November 14  Canadian Micro Mineral Association Fall Workshop 

Burlington Arts & Cultural Center, 1333 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON, Canada Cost: $25, which includes a 

continental breakfast Contact: Frank Ruehlicke at 519-880-2716 or ruehlicke@rogers.com 

Website: www.canadianmicrominerals.ca/ 

November13-15 London Gem and Mineral Show (Out of This Earth) western Fairgrounds 316 Rectory St. 

London N5W 3V9 Fri. 4-9, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5   60 Dealers.  Demonstrations and Educational Sessions, Live 

auction, Gold panning. Email gneissguy@bell.net  519-400-6133 

FIELD TRIP: The date of the field trip is set for Oct. 25  meet at 9:00 AM.  To register please e-mail  Kevin 

Kidd  kevjenn1998@yahoo.ca   

Location: Bowmanville Quarry (St Mary’s Cement), Bowmanville CCFMS trip  - Late Ordovician fossils  

Working quarry & strict rules - you will sign/report in - as well as out - at the quarry gate with the Trip Leader. 

1. The nicest thing about the future is that it always starts tomorrow. 
 
2. Money will buy a fine dog but only kindness will make him wag his tail. 
 
3. If you don't have a sense of humour you probably don't have any sense at all. 
          Cont’d page5 

APHORISMS 

mailto:naturalhistory@rom.on.ca
http://www.rom.on.ca/en/activities-programs/events-calendar/rock-gem-mineral-fossil-and-meteorite-identification-clinic
mailto:emoss@cogeco.ca
https://uwaterloo.ca/earth-sciences-museum/
http://www.roberthalloriginals.com/
mailto:inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com
http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/ruehlicke@rogers.com
http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/ruehlicke@rogers.com
http://www.canadianmicrominerals.ca/
mailto:kevjenn1998@yahoo.ca
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Stone Cutting, Carving, and Polishing Tips from Our Readers 
1. For a good polish, try leather with the rough side fastened to a convex head over rubber face with wire. Do not 

cement leather to the head! - Illinois 

2. I use baking soda in my tumbler to help clean stones at the end of the last cycle. I also use it to clean stones I 

have just removed from my saw. - California 

3. I use a Black and Decker heat gun for mounting gemstones on dop sticks. - Massachussetts 

4. Vinegar really helps in polishing facets, especially in the case of carbonates or other soft materials. - New York 

5. I put my facet patterns in plastic sheet protectors and put them in a binder which lies flat. This keeps them 

clean and dry when in use. A maple butcher block is my work bench creating a solid, smooth work area. - Illinois 

6. Be very careful about contamination during polishing. Keep wheels clean with a Tide solution. Be patient in all 

phases. - California 

7. Linde A on a muslin buff is an excellent polish combination for jade.- North Carolina 

8. Cerium oxide is a better tumbler polish than most compounds which come with the tumbler, and you only need 

half as much. - Florida 

9. If you have a nut, bolt, or screw which you cannot loosen in your shop, saturate it with hydrogen peroxide and 

wait 30 minutes. - Nevada 

10. Some stones are improved in color by soaking them in bleach, but after bleaching is completed they must be 

neutralized with soda or they will tarnish the mounting in a hurry. - Maryland 

11. Diatomaceous earth is a good polish or pre-polish for some silicon dioxides, such as opal. Use a wet slurry on 

medium hard felt - 300-500 rpm. - Unstated 

12. I use a simple 3/16" dowel rod cut to 2-1/2" lengths for finish work with diamond paste. I shape and reshape 

the dowel with a flat metal file to get desired shapes. I use the dowel in the Flex shaft chuck. It permits a good grip 

and true spin in the handpiece. - California 

13. Do not use aluminum-filled glues for inlay work to hide an inexact cut. The stones will not stay in place. 

(April 2012 Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist) 

Pietersite was discovered by Sid Pieters in 1962 while he was prospecting some 

farmland in Namibia, Africa. After his discovery, he registered the find in the mineral 

records of Britain. His discovery was published in 1964, and the material was named 

pietersite. Currently there are only two known sources of pietersite: African and Chi-

nese. Pietersite is considered a type of tiger’s eye, having the same properties as ti-

ger’s eye but with different patterns due to its brecciated formation. The fibrous 

structure in pietersite has been folded, stressed, even fractured and/or broken apart 

via the Earth’s geologic processes. The fibrous materials have then been reformed 

and naturally recemented together by quartz. Stones and crystals that go through this 

process are referred to as brecciated, creating a finished product with multiple colors, hues and superb chatoy-

ancy. While pietersite has the lovely chatoyancy of tiger eye, it is not found in continu-

ously structured bands. Rather it can form in swirls, swathes and fibrous (sometimes 

linear) segments. Thus the structure of the fibrous streaks in pietersite may appear 

rather chaotic, and can flow or exist in many directions side-byside like bold paint 

strokes. African pietersite is the most sought after pietersite due to its wide rage of 

colors. Colors include various blues, golds and reds, that may appear together or 

alone. Blue is the rarest color, followed by red. The blues range from a baby blue to 

dark midnight hue. Golds can be light to very deep and rich, sometimes having a red-

dish hue. All fibrous color variations will have a superb and striking chatoyancy, the 

bright and subtly changing shimmer of color that moves along the surface of a gem-

stone as it is viewed from varying angles. Chinese pietersite is said to have been discovered in 1993, but did not 

come to market until 1997. Chinese pietersite exhibits slightly different variations in color and patterns from the 

pietersite found in Africa. Its colors are primarily golden and bronze, as seen in the pictures to the right, but can 

also be found in blue shades. ~from Wikipedia.com 
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Rarest Gemstones in the World 
Very rare gems hold a special interest for the collector. Most rare gems are rare specimens of a more common 

species, such as ruby or sapphire. A clean Burmese pidgeon-blood ruby over 5 carats, for example, would count 

as very rare. But there are some gemstone varieties which are themselves so rare that any gem-quality specimen 

counts as very rare. 

Red diamond is the rarest and most valuable of all gemstones, with the finest specimens selling 

at auction for more than $1 million a carat. The largest red diamond known is the 5.11 ct. Mous-

saieff Diamond. The rare red hue is caused by microscopic defects in the crystal lattice  

Painite is a rare borate mineral that was first discovered in Burma in 1954 by the British miner-

alogist A.C.D. Pain. The material contains zirconium, boron, calcium and aluminum, with 

traces of vanadium and chromium. Hardness rating is 8 on the Mohs scale. Until 2005, only 25 

crystals were known to exist, and only a few stones had been faceted. Since then some additional 

specimens have been found in northern Burma. 

Taaffeite is extremely rare and most of the early finds were misidentified as spinel, a gem it 

closely resembles. In fact taffeite was first discovered as a faceted gem, when Austrian gemolo-

gist Richard Taaffe (1898-1967) discovered that one of the spinels in a parcel he purchased from 

a Dublin dealer was doubly refractive. Lab testing confirmed that it was a new species, beryl-

lium magnesium aluminum oxide by chemical composition. Thus far taafeite has only been 

found in Sri Lanka. Musgravite, a polytype of taafeite, is equally rare. 

Grandidierite is a rare magnesium-aluminum borosilicate that was first discovered in southern 

Madagascar in 1902. It is named after naturalist and explorer Alfred Grandidier, one of the 

first authorities on the natural history of Madagascar. Grandidierite has a hardness of 7 to 7.5 

and displays an attractive blue green hue. Gemmy material is extremely rare and transparent 

specimens are prized by collectors. 

Jeremejevite is a rare aluminum borate mineral that was discovered in 1883 in Siberia and 

named after a Russian mineralogist. It has a hardness of 6.5 to 7.5 and ranges in color from 

colorless to yellow to blue. Some facet grade material was recently discovered in Namibia. Like 

tourmaline, jeremejevite is piezoelectric.  

Poudretteite is a rare borosilicate that was first discovered in Quebec, Canada in the 1960's 

and named after the family that operated the quarry where it was found. It is usually pink or 

purple or colorless, with a hardness of 5 to 6. Specimens have also been discovered in Burma. 

Serendibite was first found in Sri Lanka, and the name comes from the old Arabic name for 

Sri Lanka. At one time only 3 small faceted sub-carat stones were known to exist. Two of them 

were purchased by the late Edward Gubelin. In 2005 a deposit was found in Mogok, Burma 

and this rare gem is now available to collectors. (Reference Internet- AJS Gems) 

4. The trouble with bucket seats is that not everybody has the same size bucket. 
 
5. Do you realize that, in about 40 years, we'll have thousands of old ladies running around with tattoos? 
 
6. Money can't buy happiness but somehow it's more comfortable to cry in a Cadillac than in a Ford. 
 
7. After 60,  if you don't wake up aching in every joint, you're probably dead. 
 
8. Always be yourself because the people that matter don't mind and the ones that mind don't matter. 

  
And REMEMBER....."POLITICIANS AND DIAPERS SHOULD BE CHANGED OFTEN AND FOR THE SAME 
REASON" 

http://www.ajsgem.com/jeremejevite-gemstone-2046340470.html
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MINERAL OF THE MONTH  OCTOBER BIRTHSTONES 

GROW EPSOM SALT CRYSTALS:  You can find epsom salts (magnesium sulfate) in the laundry and pharmacy 

sections of most stores. Epsom salt crystals are safe to handle, easy to grow, and form 

quickly. You can grow clear crystals or add food coloring if you prefer. Here's what you 

need to know to make your own crystals.   
 Difficulty: Easy                  Time Required: A Few Days   

Here's How:  
Boil the water in a microwave or on the stove. 

Remove the water from heat and add the epsom salts. Stir the mixture until the salt is 

fully dissolved. If desired, add food coloring. 

Pour the mixture over a piece of sponge (optional) or into a shallow container. You need 

just enough liquid to cover the bottom of the container. 

Place the container in a warm or sunny location. Crystals will form as the water evaporates. 

Tips: 

The sponge provides extra surface area to allow the crystals to form more quickly and helps make them a bit 

easier to view and handle.  Compare the appearance of the epsom salts before stirring them into the water 

with the appearance of the crystals that are produced. 

What You Need: 

1/4 cup epsom salts (magnesium sufate)            1/2 cup water 

shallow bowl or dish  or   sponge (optional) 

October is another month with two birthstone choices – Tourmaline and Opal. 

Tourmaline has become a favorite gemstone among jewelry designer, and gem collectors the world over. Since it is 

available in a wide variety of colors, it is ideally suited to almost anyone's taste. Tourmaline also is known for display-

ing several colors in the same gemstone.  These bi-color or tri-color gems are formed in many combinations; gemstones 

with clear color distinctions are highly prized.  One multi-color variety is known as watermelon tourmaline, and fea-

tures green, pink, and white colors bands; to resemble its namesake, the gemstone is cut into thin slices having a pink 

center, white ring, and green edge.  Tourmaline is found in many localities including Brazil, Afghanistan, East Africa, 

and the USA. 

 

The name opal derives from the Greek Opallos, meaning "to see a change (of color)."  Opals range in color from milky 

white to black with flashes of yellow, orange, green, red, and blue. An opal's beauty is the product of contrast between 

its color play and its background.  Opal is a formation of non-crystalline silica gel that seeped into crevices in the sedi-

mentary strata. Through time and nature's heating and molding processes, the gel hardened into the form of opals. 

The opal is composed of particles closely packed in spherical arrangements. When packed together in a regular pat-

tern, a three-dimensional array of spaces are created that give opal its radiance. (Internet: American Gem Society) 
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HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS THAT CAN BE USED AS ROCK CLEANERS  By Betsy Martin  

Safety: Always use plastic containers, rubber or nitrile gloves, eye protection, good ventilation, and great care 

when handling these products. 

 • Zud or Barkeeper’s Friend cleansers (contains oxalic acid) - Warm or hot solutions will remove iron stains and 

are helpful with clay deposits. These cleaners can be used with a toothbrush on sturdy surfaces. 

 • Toilet Cleaner (the hydrochloric acid type) - Dissolves calcite rapidly. After treating anything with an acid, rinse 

very carefully and soak in ample fresh or distilled water for a while to leach out any acid remaining in crystal 

seams and fractures. You can then follow up with a final soak in dilute Windex to neutralize remaining traces of 

acid. 

 • Lime Away (dilute hydrochloric acid) - Dissolves calcite more slowly. Rinse as you would for other acid treat-

ments (see above). 

 • Calgon - Dissolve this powdered water softener in water. Use for clay removal. 

 • Vinegar (acetic acid), soda water, colas (carbonic and phosphoric acids) - Will slowly etch out very delicate fos-

sils in limestone. Rinse as you would for other acids (see above)  

• Iron Out (iron stain and clay remover) - Mix with warm water and use with good ventilation. It will lose strength 

if stored. Rinse with plain water.  

• Bleach - Dilute solutions of bleach can remove organic deposits and disinfect minerals collected in areas used by 

livestock. Rinse with plain water.  

• Hydrogen peroxide - Use to remove manganese stains. Rinse with plain water. • Citric acid - Use to remove man-

ganese stains. Rinse as above for acids.  

• Windex (with ammonia) - A good clay deposit remover and final surface cleanup. Works well in ultrasonic clean-

ers. Rinse with plain water. (Also household cleaning ammonia.)  

• Distilled Water - Use to clean sensitive species and as a final soak after acid treatment.  

Removing Thin Coatings: On moderately hard minerals – use toothpaste (a feldspar abrasive) and a toothbrush. 

On hard minerals – use toothbrush with pumice powder and water. On calcite (including bruised places) - quickly 

dip in vinegar or Lime Away and rinse thoroughly. Repeat. Soak in plain water afterwards to leach any acid from 

cracks.  

Cleaning Tools: Toothpicks, seam ripper, bamboo sticks, sewing needles in a pin vise, old dental tools, old 

toothbrushes, periodontal brushes, canned air, Exacto knife, single edge razor blades, cheap small stiff bristle 

brushes. From The Franklin County Rockhounder, 5/07, via Rollin’ Rock 4/08 Editors Additional Notes: Swim-

ming Pool Acid (liquid - Muriatic Acid) is actually concentrated hydrochloric acid which can be diluted for some 

clean ups. (Remember always add Acid to water, NEVER water to acid!) Oxalic Acid is one of the professional 

rock cleaning acids, BUT is VERY toxic. It can be found on-line and works well on iron and brown staining. Al-

ways wear gloves and keep away from pets. Water Gun - for those who do a good deal of rock cleaning the pur-

chase of a high pressure water gun is probably your best investment. The gun creates a fine, high powered, jet of 

water that can cut through most clay and dirt and get into hard to reach places. (reference Charlotte gem.org 

April 2011) 
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Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 
YOUR (2015) EXECUTIVE:   

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS                  519-752-9756                  campbell.moons@silomail.com 

VICE PRESIDENT:  BOB PARRY   519-448-1236   robert@roberthalloriginals.com 

TREASURER: BETTY PARRY   519-448-1236   betty@roberthalloriginals.com 

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL   519-752-9756                  campbell.moons@silomail.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2014-15: KIM LEBLANC  519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

SHOW CHAIR 2016: NATHAN ETHERINGTON    nellyknitter@gmail.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR:  ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM:        

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY    519-725-4678  kllahay@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL   519-751-3247  basia10p@hotmail.com    

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL   519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082  whiting1082@gmail.com 

BUILDING WORKSHOP ADMIN.: TERRY FRIZZELL 

N.B. Our workshop is open 

on Wednesday afternoons 

from 1:00 to 4:00 PM.  The 

2015 Lapidary Workshop 

Chairperson is Robert 

Whiting  905-627-1082 or 

 Sardonyx is a form of onyx and is recognized by its layers of reddish 

brown and white banding. It was popular with the ancient Greeks and 

Romans who carried into battle talismans of sardonyx engraved with 

images of heroes such as Mars or Hercules, believing that this would 

bring courage and victory. Because of its attractive banding, sardonyx 

has long been used to fashion cameos (carved raised figures) and inta-

glios (the reverse of cameos). This gemstone is found throughout the 

world. The most attractive specimens are found in India, but material 

also is mined in Czechoslovakia, Brazil, Uruguay, Germany, and in the 

United States. 

Member Notes: Condolences: to Betty P. (and family) for the loss of her mother. 

Get Well:  To Phyllis C. for heart health issues and Kathy C. on crutches with a broken knee cap.  

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

